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making event.   The Eastern Empire recovered its capital
in 1261, but it had lost most of its Western provinces and
was only the shadow of its former self; its decline and fall,
directly attributable to the Latins, can justly be dated from
1204.   One other reversal of fortune remains to be chronicled.
The condition of stalemate between Christians and Moslems
which had persisted throughout the greater part of the
twelfth century in the Spanish peninsula came to a sudden
end in 1212.   Alfonso VIII of Castile, who in 1196 had been The decisive
severely defeated, won a decisive victory at Las Navas de victory of
Tolosa.   The Empire of the Almohades was soon in dis- Christians
ruption, and the Christian kingdoms—Portugal in the west, in Spain
Castile (now re-united with Leon) in the centre, Aragon in
the east—advanced rapidly southwards until only the king-
dom of Granada was left to the Moslems in Spain.
Thus within the space of fifteen years events occurred Continued
which produced a complete reversal of the political situation ^0Jjth-
throughout the greater part of Europe.   But the general wTsin
order was not affected thereby; a new regime replaced the ch»nge, in
old.   So the normal pursuits of the mass of the population J^SSX*
went on undisturbed*  The developments in rural conditions, political
in town life, industry, and commerce, in learning, art, and
letters, both Latin and vernacular, which have already been
observed, continued unchecked.   In these respects it is often
impossible to distinguish the thirteenth century from the
twelfth, except in the fuller growth and greater maturity
that were attained.  There was to be no further threat to
Western civilisation.  On the contrary, Constantinople was
losing its pride of place, and under the lead of France and
the Italian city-states the civilisation of Europe as a whole
was aoi'jSrlr,,: its predominantly Western characteristics*

